Relaunch of the Moral Renegeration Movement
The Northern Cape Office of the Premier, had in 2017 started with the revival of Moral Regeneration
Movement which has collapsed since the resignation of the previous official in the province.
MRM National Office has embarked on a process of deploying Regional Coordinators to specific and
identified provinces throughout the country. The mandate of the Regional Coordinators was precisely
to do one or all of the three things, whatever possible and necessary as informed by local situation
and dynamics through and with the MRM Provincial Office of the Premier:
Establish Structures in Municipal Areas where they did not exist.
Resuscitate MRM Structures that have collapsed.
Run MRM Activities in Communities and popularise the Charter of Positive Values.

The structure has its objective strategy which aims as follows:
To establish inclusive structures in Municipalities throughout the Province.
To capacitate MRM structures so that they are well informed about the Movement.
To ensure sustainability of the Structures and help them develop activity plans.
To popularise the Movement in the communities as well as the Charter of Positive
Values.
To ensure similarity / Synergy in all Districts in the implementation of MRM activities.
To improve external communication between the Regional Coordinators and MRM
Provincial Office
Office of the Premier has established the structure in John Taolo Gaetsewe district accordingly and as
per MRM stakeholder’s representative is concerned. Government stakeholders automatically forms
part of the structure to give support and twelve members in the civil society were nominated and they
are as follows:
1. Chairperson: Reverend Jacobs
2. Deputy chairperson: Ms. Botshelo Matladike
3. Secretary: Mr Itumeleng Mmusi
4. Deputy secretary: Ms. Lebo Nkadimang
5. Mr Tankiso Malepe
6. Reverend Brooks
7. Kgosi Thaganyane
8. Ms. Thabang Botsime
9. Ms. Emma Mmekwa
10. Reverend Molale
11. Ms. Claudet Mogaswa

12. Ms. Magdeline Lekhetho
The Municipal Manager opened and welcomed the stakeholders and the Executive Mayor gave
an input to the MRM. Government, stakeholder’s representatives gave messages of support and
committed their support to the movement.

The newly elected committee members

